Across
1. Kind of cheese
5. 2012 Affleck thriller
9. Burn with steam
14. She took her love to town
15. Sentence subject, usually
16. Salk's conquest
17. Perched on
18. Santa's sackful
19. Uneasy feeling
20. Unbeatable foe
22. Produce milk
24. Cut into three parts
25. Safe, on board ship
26. Six o'clock broadcast
27. Bonnie and Clyde, e.g.
28. California wine valley
32. Outbreak
34. Taurus, e.g.
35. Two-at-a-time tow
36. The sun, for one
37. Make coarse
40. School course, for short
41. Clinton's adversary in '96
43. Court instrument
44. Harbingers
46. Topmost point
47. Brooklyn hoopster
48. Major-leaguers
49. Keats, for one
51. Like some chairs
54. Nose-and-throat problem
57. Assign a wrong year to
58. Change, as a bill
59. Bird of the Nile
61. Middle Eastern gulf
62. Feel
63. NASA scrub
64. Ore layer
65. Sign above a door
66. "Tell me more"
67. "Black Beauty" author Sewell

Down
1. Face on a $50 bill
2. Sci-fi show, "The ____ Limits"
3. Like a certain snowman
4. Ready to be proofed
5. Monkey business
6. Place to perch
7. Band leader Lombardo
8. Violent attack
9. Wiggle room
10. Purring, say
11. Sea lettuce
12. Shopper's aid
13. Shower with love
21. Waste conduit
23. Word in a Culkin film title
27. Finger or toe
29. Some crew members on a Merchant Marine vessel
30. Discomfort
31. Crafts partner
32. Bubbly buy
33. Play thing
34. "No problem!"
38. Deed holder
39. Expected outcomes
42. Wide open place
45. Romanian neighbor
48. Slammer
50. Judge's shout
51. Friend in a sombrero
52. Laundry challenge
53. Medicinal plant
54. Beer buy
55. Mean anagram
56. Canvas cover
57. Stadium cry
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